Dormanstown Primary
Academy
Home Learning

Well
done
to Beanstalk
everyone who
has sent me work this week! I have particularly enjoyed all of
Jack
and
the
story
the letters I have received!

This week’s Honker is Luca for superb effort in all of his Home Learning, I was particularly
impressed by the video that he sent me about the Crow and the Peacock.
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Praise and Share is for Heidi, I particularly was impressed by her comprehension work on
Anne Frank
Email work to RDT2ADormanstown@tved.org.uk.'

Miss Anderson

Subject
Maths

Learning Challenges
2A

MathsMiss Anderson’s group. Complete problem cards 19, 20, 23, 24 and 25. Show
your working out using symbols and pictures where appropriate. Present your
solutions neatly and in an organised way.
Mr. Stammer’s group- Luca and Heidi- you have your Maths packs to continue
on.

Reading
Complete the reading comprehension on Battling for the Skies.
Writing

When you get back to school in our DT we are going to be doing a lot of baking! We are
making things using pastry. Make a list of as many different things that are made with
pastry. I will have a prize for the person with the longest list!

Wider
Curriculum

Computing Challenge!
IF you can log onto SHOWBIE at home you will see a challenge. The Challenge is to take a
photograph of yourself READING in an unusual place and send it to me via SHOWBIE. The
Challenge is in the curriculum folder your code is EN9TN.If you can’t get onto SHOWBIEemail me a photo instead. 

Class
Challenge

Choose another Art and Design Challenge from our folder.

!

Book Club
Aesops-fables-the-boy-who-cried-wolf
What is the message in this story?
Dip into any of the activities below- to get you thinking or get you moving. Enjoy yourself!
1
2
3

4

Get moving!
Turn up some music
and exercise!

Get onto Times Tables Rock
Stars if you can.

Use Spelling shed to practice
your spellings

Do some extra reading

TRY YOUR BEST! IF YOU FIND IT TRICKY OR CAN’T ACCESS SHOWBIE DO NOT WORRY!
I CAN’T WAIT TO SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK!

